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Uniform and nonmeasurable versions of some classical ergodic inequalities (all of
them going back to the HopfYosidaKakutani maximal ergodic theorem) are estab-
lished. Usually, uniformity involves nonmeasurable suprema and all the technical
difficulties arising from this. In the present paper, a simplification is achieved by
extending the given operator (a positive L1-contraction) to the class of all (i.e., not
necessarily measurable) functions on the underlying measure space. This not only
leads to technical improvements and clarifications of the proofs, but also to remarkable
generalizations of known results. In particular, it turns out that the ‘‘operator’’
under consideration need not even be an extension of an L1-contraction, but has
only to fulfill some mild conditions such as positivity, super-additivity, and a certain
contractivity property involving upper integrals.  1998 Academic Press
Key Words: Uniform ergodic theorem; uniform ergodic inequality; positive
contraction; upper integral; measurable cover function.
1. INTRODUCTION
An important tool in the proof of Birkhoff ’s pointwise ergodic theorem
is the HopfYosidaKakutani maximal ergodic theorem (see, e.g., [6, p. 8f]).
This maximal ergodic theorem is also of independent interest since it provides
such useful consequences as the maximal ergodic inequality (see, e.g., [6, p. 51,
Lemma 6.1]) and the DunfordSchwartz dominated ergodic theorem ([6,
p. 52, Theorem 6.3]). Pes kir and Weber [7], in their investigations of uniform
ergodic theorems (see also [8] in this context), have proved uniform versions
of the HopfYosidaKakutani theorem and the maximal ergodic inequality.
As in empirical process theory (see [10] as a general reference), this involves
nonmeasurable suprema and all the technical difficulties arising from this. In
the present paper, a simplification is achieved by extending the given operator
(a positive L1-contraction) to the class of all (i.e., not necessarily measurable)
functions on the underlying measure space. This is, however, not only leading
to technical improvements and clarifications of the proofs, but also to
remarkable generalizations of the results in [7]. For instance, our measure
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space need not be _-finite, the class of functions for which our theorems
hold uniformly need not consist of measurable functions and the ‘‘operators’’
we deal with need not even be extensions of L1-contractions, but have only
to fulfil some mild conditions (see (2)(5) below).
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let (0, A, +) be an arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily _-finite measure space
and let L1 #L1(0, A, +) the space of all +-integrable functions f : 0  R.
Let T be a positive L1-contraction, i.e., T : L1  L1 is linear, Tf 0 for
f 0, and 0 |Tf | d+0 | f | d+ for all f # L1 . Note that, in view of the
nonmeasurable suprema which will emerge below and which are able to
destroy inequalities holding a.e., we do not identify functions that are equal
a.e., and hence all definitions and inequalities appearing in the sequel are
to be understood pointwise. We consider the following natural extension of
T to R 0 :=[ f : 0  R :=R _ [&, ]]:
Tf :=sup[Tg: g f and g # L1], f # R 0. (1)
It is easily checked that this extension has the following properties:
Tf 0 for f 0 (Positivity) (2)
T( f + g)Tf +Tg (Super-additivity) (3)
| *
0
|Tf | d+| *
0
| f | d+ (L*1-contractivity), (4)
where, here and in the sequel, the upper integral * is defined as follows:
| *
0
f d+ :=inf{|0 g d+, g f, g # L1= , f # R 0.
(Note that * is a monotone and subadditive functional on R 0).
Frequently (see, e.g., [5], p. 16, cond. (3)) it is also required that the
(original) positive L1-contraction fulfils |Tf |C for | f |C(C>0, f # L1),
which is, in particular, fulfilled if + is finite and T(1)=1 (where 1 stands
for the function that equals 1 on the whole of 0). The latter is assumed,
e.g., in Corollary 2 in [7].
In the case of |Tf |C for | f |C we have for the extension of T defined
by (1):
(Tf &C)+T( f &C)+ \f # R 0 (5)
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(this follows from Proposition 2.1.3, p. 18 in [5], together with (1)).
In the results of Section 3 below, T will not necessarily be defined by (1);
instead, we will only assume that T : R 0  R 0 is a mapping satisfying
(2)(4) and, sometimes, (5). It is evident that, under (2) and (3), (5) is
weaker than the following condition:
|Tf |C if | f |C for some C>0 and f # R 0. (6)
Finally, let us point out in this context that (2)(4) and even (6) are
trivially fulfilled in the important case where Tf = f b {, f # R 0, where { is
a measure-preserving transformation on (0, A, +). For the classical results
in this context as well as a number of special topics in ergodic theory see,
e.g., [2, 3, 6, and 9].
3. RESULTS AND PROOFS
Set for n1 and f # R 0
Sn( f ) := :
n&1
j=0
T jf
Mn( f ) := max
1 jn
Sj ( f )
Rn( f ) := max
1 jn
j&1Sj ( f )
M( f ) :=sup
j1
Sj ( f )
R( f ) :=sup
j1
j&1Sj ( f ).
Then we are able to state and prove a uniform and non-measurable
version of the HopfYosidaKakutani maximal ergodic theorem (see, e.g.,
[6], Theorem 2.1, p. 8 and [5], Theorem 2.2.1, p. 23, as well as [7],
Theorem 1 for an earlier uniform version).
3.1. Theorem. (i) Let ( f%)% # 3 be a family of arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily
measurable) functions f% # R 0 (3 being an arbitrary parameter space) and
let T : R 0  R 0 be a mapping satisfying (2)(4) (but not necessarily defined
by (1)). Then
| *
An
sup
% # 3
f% d+0 for all n1 (7)
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and
| *
A
sup
% # 3
f% d+0, (8)
where
An :=[sup
% # 3
Mn( f%)>0](=[sup
% # 3
Rn( f%)>0]) for n1 (9)
and
A :=[sup
% # 3
M( f%)>0](=[sup
% # 3
R( f%)>0]). (10)
(We clarify that *
C
f d+ :=*
0
1C f d+ for f # R 0 and C/0).
(ii) If, moreover, + is _-finite (and, consequently, measurable upper
envelopes f * of arbitrary functions f do exist, see, e.g., [1]), then (7) and (8)
remain valid if An and A are replaced by the sets
Bn :=[(sup
% # 3
Mn( f%))*>0], n1,
and
B :=[(sup
% # 3
M( f%))*>0],
respectively.
3.2. Remark. Note that, in general, (8) is not a consequence of (7) here
(see, in contrast, e.g., 2.2.4, p. 23 in [5], for the nonuniform measurable
case and Remark 3 in [7] for the uniform and so-called ‘‘universally
measurable’’ case), since the convergence 1An sup% # 3 f%  1An sup% # 3 f% is
not monotone, and there is (even in the case where *
0
|sup% # 3 f% | d+<)
no dominated convergence theorem for upper integrals (see, e.g., Problem 4,
p. 13 in [10]). Nevertheless (8) holds, as our proof will show, without further
measurability.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (i) First we notice that
x1+ max
1 jn
(x2+ } } } +xj+1)+ max
1 jn
(x1+ } } } +xj), (11)
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where x1 , ..., xn+1 # R are arbitrary and
x1+sup
j1
(x2+ } } } +xj+1)+sup
j1
(x1+ } } } +xj) (12)
where x1 , x2 , ... # R are arbitrary.
We will prove only (8); the proof of (7) is analogous (using (11) instead
of (12)). By (12),
f%+sup
j1
(Tf%+T 2f%+ } } } +T jf%)+sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%) \% # 3
and hence
sup
% # 3
f%+sup
% # 3
sup
j1
(Tf%+ } } } +T jf%)+sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +Tj&1f%). (13)
Now (note that (2) together with (3) ensures monotonicity of T)
sup
% # 3
sup
j1
(Tf%+ } } } +T jf%)+
(3)
sup
% # 3
sup
j1
(T( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%))+
T(sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)+),
whence by (13)
sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)sup
% # 3
f%+T(sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)+).
(14)
Since
A=[sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)>0]
it follows from (14) that
sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)+
=1A sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)
1A sup
% # 3
f%+1A T(sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)+)

(2)
1A sup
% # 3
f%+T(sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)+).
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Taking upper integrals on both sides we obtain
| *
0
sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)+ d+
| *
A
sup
% # 3
f% d++| *
0
T(sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)+) d+

(4)
| *
A
sup
% # 3
f% d++| *
0
sup
% # 3
sup
j1
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)+ d+,
which yields (8).
As to (ii), we remark that it follows from (14) that
(sup
% # 3
M( f%))*(sup
% # 3
f%)*+[T(sup
% # 3
M( f%)+)]*,
whence by definition of B and (2)
[(sup
% # 3
M( f%))*]+1B(sup
% # 3
f%)*+[T(sup
% # 3
M( f%)+)]*.
Taking into account that ( f *)+=( f +)* for any f # R 0, that 1C f *=(1C f )*
if C is measurable, and that *
0
f d+=0 f * d+ if 0 f * d+ exists and
*
0
f d+=+ otherwise (these facts can be found in [10] for probability
measures, but they also hold for _-finite measures, see [1]), the proof can
be concluded in the same fashion as above.
The following corollary should be compared with Lemma 6.1, p. 51
in [6], Theorem 2.2.2, p. 24 in [5] and Corollary 2 in [7].
3.3. Corollary. (i) Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1(i) be fulfilled
and assume in addition that (5) is satisfied. Then
| *
An, *
sup
% # 3
( f%&*) d+0 \n1, *>0 (15)
and
+
*
(An, *)
1
* |
*
An, *
sup
% # 3
f% d+ \n1, *>0, (16)
where
An, * :=[sup
% # 3
Rn( f%)>*]. (17)
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Moreover, (15) and (16) remain valid when An, * is replaced by A* , where
A* :=[sup
% # 3
R( f%)>*]. (18)
(Recall that the inner measure +
*
is defined by +
*
(B) :=sup[+(C), C/B,
C # A] for B/0).
(ii) If instead of (5) the stronger condition (6) is satisfied, we have
+
*
(An, 2*)
1
* |
*
[sup% # 3 f%>*]
sup
% # 3
f% d+, \n1, *>0, (19)
and the same is true for A2* instead of An, 2* .
3.4. Remark. As in Theorem 3.1(ii), in a _-finite measure space, (15)
and (16) remain valid when An, * is replaced by
Bn, * :=[(sup
% # 3
Rn( f%))*>*]
or
B* :=[(sup
% # 3
R( f%))*>*].
Analogously, then (19) holds with Bn, 2* or B2* instead of An, 2* . But then
(16) and (19) read
+*(An, *)
1
* |
*
Bn, *
sup
% # 3
f% d+ \n1, *>0, (20)
and
+*(An, 2*)
1
* |
*
[sup% # 3 f%>*]
sup
% # 3
f% d+ \n1, *>0. (21)
As before, analogous inequalities hold for A* , B* , and A2* instead of An, * ,
Bn, * , and An, 2* , respectively.
Proof of Corollary 3.3. (i) It is clear that
An, * :=[sup
% # 3
max
1 jn
[( f%&*)+(Tf%&*)+ } } } +(T j&1f%&*)]>0].
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Analogously to (13) it holds that
sup
% # 3
( f%&*)+sup
% # 3
max
1 jn
[(Tf%&*)+ } } } +(T jf%&*)]+
sup
% # 3
max
1 jn
[( f%&*)+ } } } +(T j&1f%&*)].
Furthermore
sup
% # 3
max
1 jn
[(Tf%&*)+ } } } +(T jf%&*)]+
=sup
% # 3
max
1 jn
(Tf%+ } } } +T j f%& j*)+

(3)
sup
% # 3
max
1 jn
(T( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)& j*)+

(5)
sup
% # 3
max
1 jn
T( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%& j*)+

(2), (3)
T(sup
% # 3
max
1 jn
( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%& j*)+)
=T(sup
% # 3
max
1 jn
(( f%&*)+ } } } +(T j&1f%&*)+).
Hence the remainder of the proof of (15) is analogous to the proof of
Theorem 3.1(i).
Proof of (16): From (15) we obtain
0| *
An, *
sup
% # 3
( f%&*) d+| *
An, *
sup
% # 3
f% d++| *
An, *
(&*) d+
=| *
An, *
sup
% # 3
f% d++*+*(An, *)
(for the last identity see again [10] and [1], respectively).
As to (ii): By (6) we have T(&*1)&*1 \*>0 and hence by mono-
tonicity of T (which follows, as already mentioned, from (2) and (3))
T j (&*1)&*1 \j1, *>0. (22)
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Now
An, 2*=[sup
%
max
j
j&1( f%+ } } } +T j&1f%)>2*]
=[sup
%
max
j
j&1(( f%&*)+ } } } +(T j&1f%&*))>*]
/
(22) [sup
%
max
j
j&1[( f%&*)
+(Tf%+T(&*1))+ } } } +(T j&1f%+T j&1(&*1))]>*]
/
(2), (3)
[sup
%
max
j
j&1[( f%&*)+T( f%&*)+ } } } +T j&1( f%&*)]>*]
=[sup
%
Rn( f%&*)>*].
Hence by (16), applied to g% := f%&* instead of f% :
+
*
(An, 2*)
1
* |
*
[sup% # 3 Rn(g%)>*]
sup
% # 3
( f%&*) d+

1
* |
*
0
sup
% # 3
( f%&*)+ d+

1
* |
*
[sup% # 3 f%>*]
sup
% # 3
( f%&*)+ d+

1
* |
*
[sup% # 3 f%>*]
sup
% # 3
f% d+.
Proof of Remark 3.4. It suffices to show (15) for Bn, * instead of An, * ,
then the remaining assertions are clear since +
*
(Bn, *)=+(Bn, *)=+*(An, *)
(recall that +*( f >t)=+( f *>t) for all f # R 0 and t # R, see, e.g., [10]).
But in order to show *
Bn, *
sup% # 3 ( f%&*) d+0 it is enough to verify
Bn, *=[(sup
% # 3
max
1 jn
[( f%&*)+(Tf%&*)+ } } } +(T j&1f%&*)])*>0],
(23)
since then the proof can be carried out as in 3.1(ii). But (23) follows from
1Bn, *=1[(sup% Rn( f%))*>*]=(1[sup% Rn( f%)>*])*=(1An, *)*
=(1[sup% # 3 max1jn [( f%&*)+(Tf%&*)+ } } } +(Tj&1 f%&*)]>0])*
=1[(sup% # 3 max1jn [( f%&*)+(Tf%&*)+ } } } +(Tj&1 f%&*)])*>0] .
As a second corollary, we obtain a uniform and nonmeasurable version of
the DunfordSchwartz dominated ergodic theorem (see, e.g. [5], Corollary
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2.2.1, p. 27 and [6], Theorem 6.3, p. 52 for the classical case). For the sake of
simplicity of the proof, we assume now our measure space to be _-finite.
3.5. Corollary. Let ( f%)% # 3 be a family of non-negative functions in
R 0 and assume that T satisfies (2)(5). Assume further + to be _-finite. Then
for each p>1
| *
0
(sup
% # 3
R( f%)) p d+\ pp&1+
p
| *
0
(sup
% # 3
f%) p d+. (24)
Proof. Here we use essentially the ‘‘Strong Estimate Theorem’’ 2.2.3
in [5], p. 25. We will also make use of a number of basic facts about
upper integrals, outer measures and measurable cover functions, see again
Section 1.2 in [10] and [1], respectively.
We show that 2.2.9 (a), (b) in [5] are fulfilled with
Y :=(sup
% # 3
R( f%))*
and
X :=(sup
% # 3
f%)*.
As to (a), note that
An, *=[sup
% # 3
max
1 jn
[( f%&*)+(Tf%&*)+ } } } +(T j&1f%&*)]>0]
/ .
n&1
j=0
[Tj (sup
%
f%)>*],
whence
+(Y>*)=+*(An, *) (25)
 :
n&1
j=0
+*(T j (sup
% # 3
f%)>*)

1
* p
:
n&1
j=0
| * (T j (sup
% # 3
f%)) p d+

1
* p
:
n&1
j=0
| (T j (sup
% # 3
f%)) p d+
We may w.l.o.g. assume that X # L p (note that * (sup% # 3 f%) p d+= X p d+),
whence Proposition 2.1.4 in [5] can be applied and we may conclude that
the left-hand side of (25) is finite.
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As to (b) (in 2.2.9 in [5]): This is evident from (20) and [Y>*]=Bn, *
since (1Bn, * sup f%)*=1Bn, *(sup f%)*.
Hence for each n1 we have
| *
0
(sup
% # 3
Rn( f%)) p d+\ pp&1+
p
| *
0
(sup
% # 3
f%) p d+.
Then the monotone convergence theorem for upper integrals yields the
assertion (note that f%0 for all % # 3).
In this way, we have established analogues to all the classical ergodic
inequalities in the uniform and nonmeasurable case. Pes kir and Weber [7]
have already used a special case of our Theorem 3.1 to achieve uniformity
in Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem (for probability spaces and for a positive contrac-
tion which is given by a measure-preserving transformation). It will be of
considerable interest to study the applicability of the results of the present
paper in order to obtain new uniform ergodic theorems in more general
operator cases and in general measure spaces (e.g., a uniform version of the
DunfordSchwartz ergodic theorem). This will be investigated in a forth-
coming paper of the author.
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